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Proposed change in the existing structure of the Workgroups

• It was suggested that formal Workgroups dissolve in favor of smaller workgroups for specific 
projects

• Discussion: 
• In some ways the E & T Workgroup has always operated in this manner

• Small group work has often been a productive part of the workgroup
• The downside: you can spend excess time identifying and recruiting people with specific 

skills taking energy away from accomplishing a task 

• E and T and has been underutilized in the past.
• What is the impact of the work of the E and T committee?
• We have ideas, but what goals does the ACHDNC want us to be working on?
• Guidance from the ACHDNC committee would be helpful

• Understanding what resources are available may also help guide projects



Suggest 3 (or slightly more) top priority solutions the Committee can consider 
acting on to support state implementation of conditions added to the RUSP?

From this:
• Support use of existing training programs and mentorship already available 
• Assure diverse and culturally tailored materials are available to families; support fostering equity
• Partner with other governmental agencies working in similar spaces (e.g. preventive task forces, maternal-child 

commissions etc.)
• Develop discreet goals for education and training
• Consider basic genetic and NBS education

To this: 
Partnering with governmental agencies and professional groups working in similar 
spaces, we will support development, distribution, and awareness of diverse and 
culturally focused new and existing newborn screening education programs and 
materials, ensuring coverage of basic genetics and newborn screening for all.



Educational Planning and Communication Guides



The Past: Evaluate completed work

• What is the impact of the screening guides and other resources? 
• How can we evaluate their use?
• Who is using them and how often, what approaches and metrics can we use to learn 

about this (? IP addresses)

• What does success in NBS education look like? What changes are we 
seeing? 



The Present: Set priorities

• Fostering community engagement
• Using our volunteer energy for projects prioritized by communities; steered by 

communities

• Engaging states’ NBS programs to understand needs of different  groups
• Groups we may not be reaching or who are challenging to reach
• Check in with states programs for policies and materials on NBS education 

• Use existing organizations (APHL/Genetic Alliance) and identify grantees for 
assistance in performing needs assessments (states’ policies for example)

• Understanding parents and families' experiences; comparing families of 
infants who have gone through screening with positive or false positive 
results



The Present: Set priorities

• Create a repository for vast NBS resources, but not reinvent the wheel
• Evaluation of materials?

• Written materials, pamphlets tend not to get the message out; other 
media  may do a better job (HRSA, Babies First Test- You Tube videos); 
Existing materials in CA, Texas and elsewhere are using You Tube. 

• Creating You Tube education for NBS disorders and PSAs
• This could be very expensive to execute

• Thinking of NBS education along the continuum of the process from OB to 
pediatric provider visit

• What is doable for NBS education and measurable?



The Future: what to look at and how do we prepare?

• Education about new disorders added to the RUSP
• Providing guidance for education and understanding around genomic 

sequencing for NBS
• Where is this on the horizon? Multiple companies engaged, multiple research 

projects



Where to from here…

A useful framework:
• The past: evaluating outcomes to learn what works
• The present: needs assessment of what is needed now
• The future: preparing for additional conditions and new NBS 

• ACHDNC vision and ideas for project-oriented work groups with the E & T 
committee setting priorities and acquiring funding 

• Many good suggestions, but need ongoing conversations to prioritize 
ideas, select potential projects, and form task groups
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